FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Gary Kramer Releases the Tomcat Guitar, the Newest Version of the American Delta Wing Guitar Series
Tomcat Is the Ultimate Guitar For Its New Ergonomic Contour, DiMarzio Pickups and Delta Wing's Patented "Recessed
Tuning" System
Los Angeles, CA-June 22-Enter the New Millennium. Gary Kramer is once again “Breaking The Sound Barrier” to
bring musicians a superior instrument. Gary Kramer Guitars is proud to announce the new “Tomcat” version of the
American Delta Wing guitar series. Reinventing a new era in sound and aesthetics, the new “Tomcat” will change
the way musicians look at guitars.
Delta Wing instruments feature a radically different design philosophy that will revolutionize the future of guitar playing.
Stepping away from traditional body shapes, the new bold dynamic contours were carefully developed for their
maximum ergonomics. Being a sonically versatile workstation, the “Tomcat” is loaded with DiMarzio pickups that are
wired through a passive EQ “fire button” and variable coil splitting stage. Through the Delta Wing’s patented “recessed
tuning” system, the “Tomcat” captures both engineering and sound improvements that help the instrument resonate
through the neck and body more efficiently, thus improving overall tone and sustain. All Delta Wing guitars reflect
Gary Kramer’s vision of perfectly balanced instruments and unequaled commitment to the finest guitar crafting while
implementing modern ideas.
Gary Kramer is known for his pioneering guitar designs with Travis Bean and of course, the infamous Kramer Guitar
Company. Kramer Guitars attracted a loyal list of musicians including Keith Richards, Stanley Clark, Gene Simmons,
Jerry Garcia, Richie Sambora, Reb Beach, Vivian Campbell, Stanley Jordan, Eddie Van Halen and many, many more.
Teamed with Leo Scala to present a radical new design, Gary Kramer Guitars is proud to present an evolved instrument
with a twist of the 21st century. Join the list of celebrated guitarists who have taken the leap forward with Gary Kramer
and his innovations in musical instrument design.
“Guitarists have resisted change, until change became irresistible”- Gary Kramer 2006
You can check out the Delta Wing guitar series at www.garykramerguitar.com or call for a free brochure
310-335-5248
NOTE TO EDITORS: Photos and interviews are available upon request. Please call or email Gary Kramer at 310
335-5248 or
Gary Kramer Guitar Company is not related to or affiliated with Gibson Musical Instruments of Nashville, Tennessee.
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